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Abstract
In daily clinical practice the diagnosis of sepsis is imprecise and
often delayed. In part, this is because the diagnosis is based on a
clinical picture of signs and symptoms. This basis has significant
implications, as there is evidence that early events in sepsis may
determine outcome. A more objective set of measurements for
confirming the diagnosis of sepsis has long been sought. Several
sepsis biomarkers have been evaluated and shown to have a
moderate degree of sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing the
presence of bacterial infection. Efforts are now being directed
toward evaluating the utility of biomarker profiles, containing
multiple markers, for risk assessment and diagnosis in patients with
suspected sepsis.

A recent paper in Critical Care by Kofoed and colleagues [1]
is a good example of the promising new research in the field
of sepsis diagnosis. Physicians who face the challenge of
diagnosing sepsis, whether in the emergency department, on
the wards or in the intensive care unit, long for the day when
diagnosing this common and lethal illness will be similar to
identifying patients with myocardial ischemia – that we will
have at our disposal an objective set of measurements, such
as an electrocardiogram, enzymes and echocardiography.

Many of us are ‘jealous’ at the myriad of objective measure-
ments available to cardiologists when considering the
possibility of ischemia as a source of a given set of symptoms
for a patient. In the case of diagnosing sepsis, we have only a
nonspecific set of signs and symptoms and the suspicion of
infection to facilitate diagnosis. Many clinicians believe this is
the reason why clinical cardiology trials enroll larger numbers
of patients than trials in sepsis. It is not uncommon for a trial
evaluating a new agent for cardiac ischemia to have more
than 10,000 patents enrolled, while trials involved with
determining new therapeutic agents for sepsis struggle to
enroll 2,500 patients [2-5]. Over the past several years,
progress has been made towards making the diagnosis of
sepsis more objective. Several biomarkers have been
evaluated and shown to have a moderate degree of sensitivity

and specificity for diagnosing the presence of bacterial
infection [6]. In addition, recent data suggest that biomarkers
can also aid clinicians in risk assessment [7].

Why do we need more precise diagnosis and risk assess-
ment? In daily clinical practice the diagnosis of sepsis is
imprecise and often delayed [8]. This has significant
implications, as there is evidence that early events in sepsis
may determine outcome [9]. In addition, the degree of organ
dysfunction is correlated with increased mortality. Unfor-
tunately, predicting the development of organ dysfunction
and death remains uncertain. While biomarkers may facilitate
the diagnosis of sepsis, their real value may lie in the ability to
use biomarker profiles to assess risk in patients with sepsis.
Although challenging, the diagnosis of sepsis may not be as
significant as early risk assessment. Both are obviously
important, but in clinical practice the vast majority of patients
will receive empiric broad-spectrum antibiotics. Studies
suggest that early intervention is important for survival in
patients with severe sepsis and septic shock [10,11].
Accurate risk assessment, which might be used to guide the
intensity of therapeutic interventions, including intensive care
unit admission, may be more likely to have an impact on the
management, and ultimately the outcomes, of sepsis.

What do clinicians and clinical trials expect from an ‘ideal’
sepsis biomarker? Several characteristics come to mind: to
be highly sensitive and specific for sepsis, to allow the
differentiation between infectious and noninfectious causes
of inflammation, organ dysfunction and shock, to be present
at the onset or even before the appearance of the clinical
signs of sepsis, to have prognostic value, to indicate the
severity and the course of sepsis, and to be biologically
plausible. No single marker has been shown to possess such
qualities, but there are encouraging signs in the literature that
we are on the right path towards finding a marker or a set of
markers, which will facilitate diagnosis and risk assessment in
septic patients.
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The study by Kofoed and colleagues [1] illustrates this new
trend in the evaluation of sepsis biomarkers. In this paper, the
authors test several markers individually for their ability to
discriminate bacterial versus nonbacterial causes of inflam-
mation, and then tested a composite three-marker and six-
marker test. In their study, the area under the curve was
greatest (0.88) for the six-marker test. There is a very
important message in this trial. Given the complexity of the
inflammatory response, identifying a single marker that might
precisely facilitate diagnosis and risk assessment is
unrealistic. It is therefore logical that effort is now being
directed toward evaluating the utility of biomarker profiles,
containing multiple markers, for risk assessment and
diagnosis in patients with suspected sepsis.

Several studies are now underway, utilizing biomarker profiles
as a means to identify patients who are likely to progress to
organ dysfunction. In the past, several markers, such as
interleukin-6 have been shown to be associated with mortality
in septic patients [12]. The question remains whether sepsis
biomarkers, identified from bench research, can be combined
into profiles that can be used to identify patients in the early
stages of sepsis who are likely to evolve organ dysfunction. In
this way, an ‘electrocardiogram of sepsis’ may finally become
a clinical reality. This kind of translational research has the
potential to transform the care of these septic patients and to
direct appropriate therapies to patients at risk early in the
disease process. Of course, many more trials involving large
populations of septic patients are needed before the
‘electrocardiogram of sepsis’ becomes a reality, but early
results from a trial such as that of Kofoed and colleagues
hold hope for all clinicians faced with the challenge of
predicting risk for patients with sepsis.
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